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Why do you think social media in general is so important to promoting business 
today?  
For starters you can't turn on the radio or TV with out hearing 

the words Twitter or Facebook. Using social media to market your 

business puts even the smallest business with the smallest 

budget on the same marketing playing field as a large chain 

store like a Best Buy or a global leader in the beverage 

industry, like the Coca-Cola company. 

 

It doesn’t matter how good your product or service is, if nobody 

knows about it. Sure a business can find their target market 

using traditional methods to advertise like television, 

magazines, newspapers and radio. However, using these methods 

take big bucks, unfortunately most entrepreneurs and small 

businesses have really small advertising budgets. 

 

Using social media tools like Twitter, a business can in 140 

characters communicate to millions for free, this just wasn't 

possible a few years ago.  

 

 
Do you think it benefits certain industries more than others, why or why not? 
The industries that can benefit from using social media tools 

like Twitter only include those entrepreneurs, business owners 

or organizations who want to build their audience locally and 

globally, send tweets to increase their website traffic, use 

Twitter to broadcast their message to; customers, potential 

customers, the media and other key influencers.  

 

Social media is not a fad, look around you its here to stay. It 

doesn't matter if a business owner is participating in the 

conversations on Facebook and/or Twitter people are talking 

about their products. Those people are driving the perception of 

their brand whether they like it or not. 

 

Therefore it would benefit most industries to at least 

understand how to use Facebook and Twitter for business as a 

tool to listen to industry trends and hear what people are 

saying about their brand.  

 

In my opinion, the only industries that can not benefit from 

using social media are those who think it’s a waste of time. 

These industries usually don't understand how to use social 
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media tools like Facebook and/or Twitter for business and could 

benefit from training.  

 

 
Why has Twitter become such a phenomenon?  
Simply put the "O" factor! President Obama, a few years ago when 

he was a little known Senator, used Twitter to rally a community 

of millions of followers who turbo-charged his campaign efforts. 

Last year, one of the most powerful people in the world, the 

original "O", Oprah Winfrey, started using Twitter to 

communicate with her global audience. 

 

Twitter as a business tool has an extremely low barrier to 

entry, entrepreneurs and business owners do not need to purchase 

any additional software or hardware. All it cost is time which 

they would have to use with any marketing effort.  

 

Another reason for the phenomenon is the success stories from 

business owners, both small and large, using Twitter to increase 

sales and make money. Companies like Dell produced more than $3 

million via Twitter referrals and small companies like Fliqz, a 

video solution company in Emeryville CA, acquired a $6000 

contract while only using 2% of their annual marketing budget.  

 

 
How can business owners use Twitter to increase their exposure? 
Using Twitter for business provides a powerful free marketing 

opportunity. When used strategically Twitter is much like word 

of mouth marketing on steroids. Entrepreneurs and business 

owners can use Twitter:  

 

 enhance their customer relationship 

 communicate directly with their target audience 

 promote newly launched products or services 

 announce sales and special deals 

 and so much more 

 
In fact, there is an old marketing adage that claims your target 

audience needs to hear and/or see your marketing messages at 

least 7 times before they are inclined to make a purchase from 

you. Unlike using traditional marketing methods to advertise 

like television, magazines, newspapers and radio, entrepreneurs 
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and business owners can easily reach this goal with out burning 

through a large portion of their marketing budget.  

 
 
What about the technically challenged?  
Twitter is the perfect tool for those who are technically 

challenged. There is no additional software or hardware to 

purchase all an entrepreneur or business owner needs is internet 

access and an email. 

 

When using Twitter the most important challenge is to have a 

plan and a strategy. In order to harness the power of Twitter, 

an entrepreneur or business owner should learn about the 

features, resources and other productivity tools to help them 

identify new ways to market their business more creative and 

cost effective.   

 
 
What can attendees expect from your workshop? 
The Twitter Quick-Start Toolkit Workshop offers small class 

sizes which means an you will get answers to all your questions 

and attention to your unique problems. This workshop tackles 

burning issues like understanding why Twitter is not stupid, a 

fad or a waste of time. This live workshop is designed to give 

you a solid, ready-to-use action plan with invaluable, hands-on 

learning. 

 

Attendees will learn: 

 How to save time with Twitter productivity tools 

 How to publish tweets while you sleep 

 The top reason why Twitter should be used to grow your 

business 

 How to create a twitter profile that brings you valuable 

followers 

 The essential Twitter language and etiquette  

 Easy ways to find your ideal targeted followers 

 How to get noticed with a personally branded Twitter page 

 
Attendees will receive: 

Tool 1: eBook – 75 home study version of this dynamic workshop 

Tool 2: Tips – 101 ways to use Twitter NOW to grow your business 

http://twitterquickstartacademy.com/
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Tool 3: Resource Guide – Valuable guide filled with links to 

save you time and money 

BONUS: Social Media Integration tools 

Tool 4: Workbook – Your step-by-step to start tweeting fast! 

 

 
 
Tell us more about yourself, send a picture or logo also. Include anything else 
you'd like covered as well. I'm thinking of other websites for you to promote your 
workshop. 
 
Tonya R. Taylor, founder of Rising Star Ideas, LLC, specializes 

in teaching how to leverage Twitter for business through her 

academy, seminars and workshops.  She is the author of the 

“Twitter Quick-Start Toolkit “ a four part system which includes 

an information packed ebook, step-by-step workbook, valuable 

resources and 101 tips to start tweeting fast. 

 

Tonya created 101 Free Tool.com, an emerging free and low cost 

online business tools resource, a handy searchable website 

for small business owners who want to address tomorrow’s 

technology needs today. She is dedicated to providing quick, 

easy technology and social media tips that save time and money. 

 

Tonya publishes her own widely read FREE weekly e-newsletter and 

is a contributing technology writer to various magazines, 

newsletters, websites and blogs.  

http://www.risingstarideas.com/about/#trt
http://risingstarideas.com/
http://twitterquickstartacademy.com/
http://101freetools.com/
http://eepurl.com/gAP0

